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Dashboard
Let’s start with the basics1



Dashboard--classroom.google.com  

When you first log into Classroom 
using your Google Credentials, you 
will land on your dashboard. Here 
you will see all the classes you are 
currently enrolled in. From this 
screen you can…

⊳ Join a class
⊳ Archive a class
⊳ Enter a specific classroom  
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Dashboard Menu

When you click on the 3 lines at the top left of 
your dashboard, you will open up the menu 
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1. Home- returns to your 
dashboard

2. Classroom calendar-to see 
all due dates for all classes

3. Work- see a detail list of the 
work in your classes

4. Classes
5. Archived classes - classes 

you have unenrolled in
6. Google Classroom settings 

- Change/add profile pic
-Go to Google account 
settings
-turn on/off email 
notifications



Join a class

To join a class, you should first get 
a classroom code from your 
teacher*. (should be 5-7 letters or 
numbers; no spaces or symbols)

⊳ Click on the + on the top right 
of the page to join class

⊳ Enter the Class Code
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*It’s possible your teacher added you to their class. If so it will 
already appear on your page with a “Join” button



Archive a class

To archive an old class

⊳ click on the 3 dots
⊳ Click “unenroll” 
⊳ This will move the classroom 

into your “archived classes” 
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Inside a class
After you click on a specific class on your 
dashboard. 
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If enabled by the teacher, students can also add posts and 
leave comments.

● Click the + in the bottom right of the screen, and then 
choose “Create Post”.

● Add the text of your class post. Remember, this is 
viewable by your teacher and the entire class.

● Use the post to ask a relevant question about class or 
assignments, collaborate with other students in your 
class, or to share relevant resources related to the class 
subject and topics.

Note: Your comments are saved, even after they have been 
deleted. Your teacher can always see what you share so keep it 
appropriate!

Note: Many teachers have turned this off, so you may not be able 
to post on the stream at all. 

The Stream tab

⊳ Students can view and access announcements, 
assignments, and comments. 
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Students also get an 
overview of 
upcoming due dates



Classwork tab
⊳ Click on the classwork tab to access all assignments and 

materials. 
⊳ Teacher will organize these into topics for ease of navigation. 

⊳ You can also access your calendar, drive, and meet links here. 
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Assignments & Materials

Assignments have a 
clipboard icon. 
⊳ Shaded icons indicate that 

the assignment is 
complete. 

⊳ Highlighted icons indicate 
the assignment still needs 
to be submitted
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Materials have a 
bookmark icon. 

Teachers may ask 
questions in classwork and 
the icon is a question mark; like 
with assignments, highlighted 
means they still need to be 
submitted



Student assignment view

1. From the classwork tab, students click 
on an assignment to get an overview. 
Students should get into the habit of 
clicking on “view assignment” for full 
details. 
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2. When you open it up…
A. Assignment title, teacher, due date, point value
B. Directions from teachers
C. Add files from your drive or computer to the 

assignment
D. The “turn in” or “mark as done” button to submit 

assignments
E. Send a private comment to your teacher
F. Materials or copies of handouts for students to 

complete



Completing an assignment

If the teacher has made a copy for each student, your name 
will appear in the assignment title

If not, you will need to make a copy by going to file>>make a 
copy
⊳ Put your name in the assignment title
⊳ Complete the assignment then UPLOAD the copy to Google classroom 

before submitting.  12



Uploading & turning in an assignment

⊳ To upload* an assignment, click on add 
or create and find the file in your 
Google drive or on your computer. 

⊳ Make sure you select the right file!
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Don’t forget to 
hit “turn in” or 
“Mark as done” 
or your teacher 
will not receive 
the assignment

*If your teacher has 
already made a copy 
for you, uploading 
will not be necessary



Unsubmit

⊳ If you need to EDIT an assignment AFTER 
submitting you must UNSUBMIT to do so.

⊳ A pop up will ask you if you are sure
⊳ Do not forget to RESUBMIT or TURN IN the 

assignment again for grading after you have made 
your changes. 
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Thanks!

Contact esupport@kcsdschools.net

Any questions?


